**Phrasal Verbs: Use the words in the box to complete the sentences with phrasal verbs!**


1. It took her a long time to get ____________ the death of her husband.
2. If you don’t get ____________ of this house, I’ll send for the police immediately.
3. Please, look ____________ the baby while I’m out.
4. He asked me to have a look ____________ the document before I sign it.
5. He broke ____________ completely when he heard the bad news.
6. I asked him to put ____________ the lights if he was the last to leave.
7. I started getting up at 5 a.m. but I don’t know if I can keep it ____________ for long.
8. The gun went ____________ by accident and hurt him in the leg.
9. The price of tomatoes usually goes ____________ in the winter months.
10. I had no use for the books so I gave them ____________ to the library.
11. I came ____________ a vase that I wanted to buy when I went to the antique shop.
12. I’m sorry I called you a liar. I take it ____________ .
13. When his dad died, Tom took ____________ the family business.
14. I don’t know how she manages to care ____________ four children.
15. I ran ____________ into Pete the other day. I haven’t seen him in ages.
16. Turn ____________ the radio if you’re not listening.
17. The game was called ____________ because it was raining too much.
18. He gave ____________ all the books he had borrowed.
19. That vase is very valuable. Put it ____________ before you break it.
20. The test was so easy that all the students handed ____________ their papers after the first hour.
21. You can throw ____________ the packet. It’s empty.
22. You must carry ____________ his instructions carefully. A lot depends on it.
23. After a short break, she carried ____________ with her work.
24. I couldn’t get any bread. All the bakers were sold ____________ .
25. The Prime Minister decided to step ____________ after 10 years in office.
26. This story cannot be true. You have surely made it ____________ .
27. The energy company cut ____________ our electricity because we didn’t pay.
28. My brother and I get ____________ most of the time, but once in a while we do have a fight.
29. I gave ____________ playing football some time ago.
30. After browsing the Internet for some time we finally found ____________ where he lived.
**KEY**

*Phrasal Verbs: Use the words in the box to complete the sentences with phrasal verbs!*


1. It took her a long time to get **OVER** the death of her husband.
2. If you don’t get **OUT** of this house, I’ll send for the police immediately.
3. Please, look **AFTER** the baby while I’m out.
4. He asked me to have a look **AT** the document before I sign it.
5. He **broke DOWN** completely when he heard the bad news.
6. I asked him to put **OUT** the lights if he was the last to leave.
7. I started getting up at 5 a.m. but I don’t know if I can keep it **UP** for long.
8. The gun **went OFF** by accident and hurt him in the leg.
9. The price of tomatoes usually **goes UP** in the winter months.
10. I had no use for the books so I **gave** them **AWAY** to the library.
11. I **came OVER** a vase that I wanted to buy when I went to the antique shop.
12. I’m sorry I called you a liar. I **take** it **BACK**.
13. When his dad died, Tom **took OVER** the family business.
14. I don’t know how she manages to **care FOR** four children.
15. I **ran** into **INTO** Pete the other day. I haven’t seen him in ages.
16. **Turn OFF** the radio if you’re not listening.
17. The game was **called OFF** because it was raining too much.
18. He **gave** **BACK** all the books he had borrowed.
19. That vase is very valuable. **Put** it **DOWN** before you break it.
20. The test was so easy that all the students **handed IN** their papers after the first hour.
21. You can **throw** **AWAY** the packet. It’s empty.
22. You must **carry OUT** his instructions carefully. A lot depends on it.
23. After a short break, she **carried ON** with her work.
24. I couldn’t get any bread. All the bakers were **sold OUT**.
25. The Prime Minister decided to **step DOWN** after 10 years in office.
26. This story cannot be true. You have surely **made it UP**.
27. The energy company **cut OFF** our electricity because we didn’t pay.
28. My brother and I **get ALONG** most of the time, but once in a while we do have a fight.
29. I **gave up** playing football some time ago.
30. After browsing the Internet for some time we finally **found OUT** where he lived.